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COVAL’s MVG series vacuum grippers correspond perfectly to the expectations of 
integrators and users: thanks to their high degree of modularity, they provide the 
optimal handling solution for products of varied sizes, shapes and weights.
With a single MVG gripper, easily integrated into the process, the user can carry out 
single or multiple grips of diverse products, both simply and safely.

Standard Customization

The modular design, in standard variations, of the MVG series vacuum grippers gives 
it a high degree of fl exibility with regards to format, gripping interface and vacuum 
pump, to respond perfectly to application requirements.
Furthermore, to optimize production cycles and palletization planning, MVG grippers 
can be equipped with several independent gripping zones (multi-zone), ensuring mul-
tiple or staggered gripping/release points.

 Customized formats
 Compact and lightweight
 Adaptation to products
 Multi-zone

 Adaptation to installation
 Simple to install and use
 Readily available
 COVAL service

MVG series vacuum grippers offer a unique 
solution for handling products in different 
industrial sectors:
 Packaging
 Plastics
 Metal
 Glass
 Concrete/stone
 Carbon
 Wood

Modular Vacuum Grippers
General Information

Industry-specifi c

Advantages

Applications

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
https://www.coval-inc.com/news/product-news/Modular-vacuum-gripper-MVG-series-Custom-sizing-from-150x150-to-1200x1000-mm_2272.htm
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MVG with 2 zones MVG with 4 zones

MVG with 3 zones

MVG vacuum grippers can create inde-
pendent gripping zones, guaranteeing 
optimization of vacuum management 
(increased vacuum level, reduced leaks and 
energy consumption).
 Staggered grip/release points.
 Management of formats to be handled.
 Pallet Layer Optimization.
 Simple or multiple grip/release points.

Examples of configuration:

EXTERNAL OR INDEPENDENT
VACUUM GENERATION

CMSMVG series
integrated vacuum 
pump(s)

Wide range
of suction cups

(shapes, diameters, materials…)

"Foam"
gripping interfaces

"COVAL-fl ex"
Flexible

Gripping Interface

Connection for
external vacuum pump
(electric or pneumatic)

Universal
mounting systemmounting system

M8 spacers
with M8 slide nutswith M8 slide nuts

Custom sizing
From (150x150) to (1200x1000) mm

Ultra-light
Reduced payload weight

Confi gurable
gripping interface

depending on the products to be handled

LENGTH: 150 TO 1200 mm

WIDTH: 150 TO 1000 mm

Multi-zone

Customized Modular Grippers

Modular Vacuum Grippers
General Information

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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With MVG, COVAL gives you a choice of 3 complementary gripping 
interface technologies: vacuum grippers with foam, suction cup 
grippers and grippers with our new "COVAL-Flex" interface.

In order to optimize the performance of the MVG series for different 
applications, the vacuum grippers are available in different gripping 
patterns, hole diameters, and cup sizes.
 A broad range which meets all application requirements.

Choice of Gripping Interface

"FOAM" interface
 Handling of rigid products
 Gripping textured or uneven surfaces
 2  s t a n d a r d  h o l e  d i a m e t e r s

(Ø 12 and Ø 16 mm)
 2 standard hole patterns

"SUCTION CUP" interface
 Handling of flexible products
 Wide range of options
 3 types of standard suction cups

(Ø 14, Ø 25 and Ø 33 mm)
 3 standard cup patterns

"COVAL-FLEX" interface
 Handling of aluminum cans, canned food, 

glass containers…
 Flexible interface, extremely tear-resistant
 2 thicknesses available: 3 and 6 mm
 Hole pattern dependent upon application

requirements, completely customizable

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Integrated Technologies

"MINI" type interfaces
 Reduced hole spacing, allowing small,

flexible pieces to be gripped
 The multitude of gripping points gua-

rantee a strong grip, even with random 
positioning of products

 Sizes, see page 13/7.

"MEDIUM" type interfaces
 Intermediary gripping point distribution 

between the mini and maxi interfaces
 Ideal for handling dense loads, where 

gripping surfaces are reduced
 Sizes, see page 13/7.

"MAXI" type interfaces
 Large gripping point surfaces, allowing

heavy loads to be gripped
 Ideal for gripping products with rigid

gripping surfaces
 Sizes, see page 13/7.

Standard Hole/Cup Patterns

Flow Management

Flow control nozzles
This technology enables calibration of vacuum leakage, and is easily 
customizable by COVAL. The controlled flow will ensure maximum 
gripping potential through reduced leakage in the system.

This system guarantees the requisite vacuum level necessary to 
grip the piece.

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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Integrated vacuum generator, CMSMVG Series
Integration of a multi-stage vacuum generator on the MVG gripper 
provides a comprehensive and compact gripping solution, as well 
as easy integration in your process.
Options: integration of a vacuum and/or blow-off solenoid control 
valve with M12 connector and a vacuum level display (electronic valve with M12 connector and a vacuum level display (electronic 
vacuum switch display or vacuum gauge).vacuum switch display or vacuum gauge).

Advantages 
 A comprehensive solution
 3 standard sizes
 Option: vacuum and/or

blow-off control valve
 Option: visual display of

vacuum level

External vacuum generator
MVG vacuum grippers can be used with an external vacuum 
pump. Depending on the application, an independent generator 
is necessary (a regenerative blower, an electric vacuum pump or 
a pneumatic generator – see page 9/2). This version of the MVG 
series is equipped with a G1"-F interface enabling the vacuum series is equipped with a G1"-F interface enabling the vacuum 
source to be easily connected.source to be easily connected.
Option: integration of a vacuum level displayOption: integration of a vacuum level display
(vacuum switch or vacuum gauge).(vacuum switch or vacuum gauge).

Advantages:
 Reduced weight
 Adaptation to user environmentAdaptation to user environment
 Option:

visual display of vacuum level

blow-off option

G1"-F
connection

Integrated
generator Model

Con-
sumption
(SCFM)

Flow
rate

(SCFM)

Max.
vacuum

(%)

Sound
level 
(dBA)

6.71 31.78 85 65
13.42 63.57 85 65
26.84 127.13 85 65

VACUUM GENERATION
AND MULTI-ZONE

COVAL’s Multi-zone technology provides 
independently defi ned vacuum zones on the 
same gripper. For this reason, each zone has 
a separate vacuum pump, either integrated or 
external.

As each multi-zone application is different, 
we will work with you to determine the best 
confi guration for your process.

Example:Example:
MVG gripper, MVG gripper, 

860 x 635 mm,with860 x 635 mm,with
2 independent zones,2 independent zones,

each with a vacuum pumpeach with a vacuum pump
and vacuum level display.and vacuum level display.

zonezone
1

zonezone
2

Vacuum Generation

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Integrated Technologies

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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Vacuum Pump Control

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Control and Visualization

Option S - NC vacuum control,
with controlled blow-off:
MVG_X_ _ _S_

-   2 control signals.
- NC vacuum control valve.
- Blow-of f control led by ex terna l

signal (NC control valve).

Option V - NO vacuum control,
with controlled blow-off:
MVG_X_ _ _VMVG_X_ _ _VMVG_X_ _ _ _

- 2 control signals.
- NO vacuum control valve.
- Blow-of f control led by ex terna l

signal (NC control valve).

ELECTRICAL CONTROL
- Control voltage: 24VDC (regulated) +/- 10 %.
- Current draw: 30 mA (0.7 W) vacuum or blow-off.
- Maximum usage frequency: 2 Hz.
- Number of operations: 10 million cycles.

ELECTRICAL M12 CONNECTIONS

Visualization of Vacuum Level

When required, MVG series grippers can incorporate a vacuum 
level display with an electronic vacuum switch or vacuum gauge: :

Option VA - electronic vacuum switch
with 3-color display (PSD100CPNP):
MVG_X_ _ __VAMVG_X_ _ __VAMVG_X_ _ __

- Pressure rating range: 0.0 ~ -101.3 kPa.
- Pressure setting range: 10.0 ~ -101.3 kPa.
- Max. pressure: 300 kPa.
- Fluid: Air, non-corrosive/non-flammable gas.Fluid: Air, non-corrosive/non-flammable gas.
- Hysteresis: adjustable.
- Response time: ≤ 2.5ms, with anti-vibration function.
- 7 segment LCD display : 2 color (red/green) main display, orange

sub-display (refresh rate: 5 times/1sec.)
- Choice of pressure unit display:

kPa, MPa, kgf/cm2, bar, psi, InHg, mmHg.
- Power supply voltage: 12 to 24 V DC ±10%.
- Current consumption: ≤ 40mA (without load).
- Repeatability (switch ouptut): ≤ ±0.2% F.S. ±1 digit.
- Electrical connection: M8 (4-pin).
- Protection: IP40.
- Ambient temperature range: 32 to 122°F (operation).
- Material (enclosure): PA 6.6 20%GF.

When necessary, the MVG vacuum grippers can be equipped with 
a vacuum control valve and/or blowoff to optimize product release. 
This also enables cleaning of the vacuum network and flow restric-
ting nozzles.
A vacuum switch or analog gauge is available as an option for those 
requiring a visual display of the vacuum level in the system.

IMPLEMENTATION

NC

NO

24V DC
S: vacuum

24V DC
V: vacuum stop

24V DC
blow-off

0V0V0V 0V0V0V24V DC
blow-off

Option VF - vacuum gauge
(VAF11140):
MVG_X_ _ __VFMVG_X_ _ __VFMVG_X_ _ __

- Vacuum gauge with needle.
- Damping: by silicone movement 

(patented).
- Measuring: Bourdon tube in CuSn.
- Precision: cl. 2.5 (+/- 2.5% of max. scale value).Precision: cl. 2.5 (+/- 2.5% of max. scale value).
- Frame: black ABS

M12 connector

Manual
overrides

LED
indicators

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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MVG Series with Foam Gripping Interface

"mini" type foam interface "maxi" type foam interface

"mini" type suction cup interface "medium" type suction cup interface "maxi" type suction cup interface

f: foam
compression
f: foam
compression
f: foam

f: suction cup 
deflection

MVG Series with
CMSMVG pump

M8 mounting spacers

Mounting rail

3 mm thick "COVAL-fl ex" interface 6 mm thick "COVAL-fl ex" interface

D version

MVG Series with Suction Cup Gripping Interface

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Dimensions, Mounting Options

MVG Series with "COVAL-fl ex" Gripping Interface

Q version

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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VSP14BF

VSA25JI

VSA33JK
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GRIPPING INTERFACES

LENGTH

Overall
length (mm):

150 to 1200 mm

WIDTH

Overall
width (mm):

150 to 1000 mm

VACUUM LEVEL
DISPLAY

Without display

Electronic
display type

vacuum switch

Vacuum
gauge

FOAM GRIPPING INTERFACE

Foam "mini" type interface, EPDM.

Foam "maxi" type interface, EPDM.

VACUUM GENERATOR 
CONTROL

Without control

NC vacuum
control

&
NC blow-off

control

NO vacuum
control

&
NC blow-off

control

VACUUM
GENERATOR

Without
vacuum generator

1 x CMSMVG 50

1 x CMSMVG 100

2 x CMSMVG 100

* Only available for "maxi" type gripping interface with suction cup ø mini 26mm.

HOLE/CUP PATTERN LAYOUTHOLE/CUP PATTERN LAYOUTHOLE/CUP PATTERN LAYOUT

StaggeredStaggeredStaggered

Straight*Straight*Straight*
NCNCNC

NONONO
SUCTION CUP GRIPPING INTERFACE

 "mini" type interface:
2.5 bellows suction cups ø 14 mm in

silicone 30 Shore with flow control nozzles.

"medium" type interface:
1.5 bellows suction cups ø 25 mm in

natural rubber with flow control nozzles.

"maxi" type interface:
1.5 bellows suction cups ø 33 mm in

natural rubber with flow control nozzles.

See "COVAL CUSTOMIZATION".

"COVAL-fl ex" GRIPPING INTERFACE

"COVAL-FLEX" gripping interfaces are designed to respond to spe-"COVAL-FLEX" gripping interfaces are designed to respond to spe-
cific applications.cific applications.
They will be recommended and specified by our sales department They will be recommended and specified by our sales department 
if your application can benefit from their special features.if your application can benefit from their special features.

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Confi guring a Modular Vacuum Gripper

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com
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- Compressed air supply for MVG vacuum grippers with generator 
CMSMVG:
- 5µ filtered, non-lubricated air relevant to standard ISO 8573-

1:2010 [4:5:4].
- 1 supply for generator type E1 and E2 (1/4 G pressure connection).
- 2 supplies for generator type E3 (1/4 G pressure connection).
- Optimal working pressure: 6 bar (maximum pressure 8 bar).

- Blow-off: network supply pressure.
- Protection of the valve: IP 65.

- Temperature: 50 to 140°F.
- Material of the gripper: aluminium, PA 6.6 15% GF, brass, stainless 

steel, neoprene.
- Material of the valve: PA 6.6 15% GF, POM, PC 15% GF, brass, 

aluminium, NBR.
- Foam gripping interface material: EPDM.
- Suction cup gripping interface materials:

- "mini" type interface: silicone 30 Shore.
- "medium" or "maxi" type interfaces: natural rubber 50 Shore.

Examples of Composed Part Numbers

MVG vacuum gripper, 200 x 200 mm, staggered rows, "mini" EPDM type foam grippingMVG vacuum gripper, 200 x 200 mm, staggered rows, "mini" EPDM type foam gripping 
interface, without integrated vacuum pump.

MVG vacuum gripper, 400 x 200 mm, straight rows, "medium" type gripping interface, 1.5MVG vacuum gripper, 400 x 200 mm, straight rows, "medium" type gripping interface, 1.5 
bellows suction cups Ø 25 mm in natural rubber with flow control nozzles, 1 CMSMVG100 bellows suction cups Ø 25 mm in natural rubber with flow control nozzles, 1 CMSMVG100 
vacuum pump, with NF control and NF blow-off, without vacuum level display.

M V G  v a c u u m
gr ipper,  120 0 x 
1000 mm, straight rows, 
"maxi" type gripping interface,"maxi" type gripping interface, 
1.5 bellows suction cups Ø 33 mm in1.5 bellows suction cups Ø 33 mm in 
natural rubber with flow control nozzles,natural rubber with flow control nozzles, 
without vacuum pump, with visual display bywithout vacuum pump, with visual display by 
electronic vacuum switch.

General Characteristics

Modular Vacuum Grippers
Examples of Part Numbers & Specifi cations

COVAL CUSTOMIZATION

Sometimes, there are instances where the standard 
MVG confi gurations available here will not match your 
application requirements.

COVAL can provide customized solutions, based on your 
operating specifi cations, integrating specifi c functions 
(e.g. multi-zoning) or by suggesting a gripping interface 
based on the COVAL range of suction cups (a wide 
choice of shapes, diameters and materials) to effi ciently 
meet all your requirements.

http://www.coval.com
http://www.coval.com

